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Essex Cross Country League
Braintree 14/01/2017

Ilford Young Athletes had some encouraging runs at the fourth Essex League held at
Braintree on Saturday. The snow from Thursday had but gone, but the freezing conditions
meant that parts of the course were still frozen and slippery underfoot.
First up was Matthew Hick in the Under 13 race. After a slow start Matthew began to move up
through the field and on the twisty part of the course he was flying along. The final part of
the course involved a switchback followed by a steep uphill section and long downhill run into
the finish.After negotiating the switch back, Matthew flew up the hill and was still taking
people as he came into the finish for an excellent 8th place.
The U15 boys have been Ilford’s most successful team this season. However they have failed
to close a team since the first match and yet again late illness meant they only had three
runners competing. However all three had very good runs. The team was made up of Aaron
Samuel, Mungo Prior and Bradley Deacon, all of whom made good starts with Mungo and
Aaron being up with the leaders and Bradley working his way through. By the end of the
small lap a lead of group of about eight had been established of which Aaron and Mungo
were a part. A little further down the field Bradley was making good progress. In the final mile
the lead group brokeup with Leon Wheeler of Thurrock stretching away for Victory. Despite
almost falling on one of the hills, Aaron had his best run of the season for 3rdplace. Mungo
was in his own battle which he just lost on the line yet still ended up in 5th place. Bradley was
still moving through the field and powered up the last hill to take 28th place, which was his
best position yet in the league and reward for all his recent hard training.
Jordan Hinds was Ilford’s sole runner in the U17 ladies race and after a season interrupted by
injury and exams is gradually racing her way back to form. After a steady start she was nicely
positioned inthe middle of the field. Her long flowing style is not ideally suited to muddy cross
country, but as the race went on she was moving through the field. As with the others the
final part of the race involved a steep hill, and the Saturday morning hill sessions clearly paid
off as she pulled away from other runners to take a best place in the under 17 category of
11th.


